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ABSTRACT
Well-chosen variable names are critical to source code readability, reusability, and maintainability. Unfortunately, in deployed
JavaScript code (which is ubiquitous on the web) the identi�er
names are frequently mini�ed and overloaded. This is done both
for e�ciency and also to protect potentially proprietary intellectual
property. In this paper, we describe an approach based on statistical
machine translation (SMT) that recovers some of the original names
from the JavaScript programs mini�ed by the very popular U����
��JS. This simple tool, A������, performs comparably to the best
currently available de-obfuscator for JavaScript, JS����, which uses
sophisticated static analysis. In fact, A������ is quite complementary to JS����, performing well when it does not, and vice versa.
We also introduce a new tool, JS�������, which blends A������
and JS����, and signi�cantly outperforms both at identi�er name
recovery, while remaining just as easy to use as JS����. JS�������
is available online at http://jsnaughty.org.
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INTRODUCTION

While the primary goal of programmers is to write programs that
perform required tasks according to speci�cations, programs are
also written to be read. This was famously noted by Don Knuth:
Instead of imagining that our main task is to instruct a computer what
to do, let us concentrate rather on explaining to human beings what we
want a computer to do. [26].
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Studies show that programmers spend a large portion of their
work time reading code and trying to understand it [43]. As such,
when writing new code, programmers consciously spend e�ort to
reduce the cognitive burden on those who would later read the
code. A central case in point here is the choice of variable names in
code: while names don’t a�ect program correctness and function, a
well-chosen name, well-�tting its context of use, can considerably
improve the readers’ comprehension [21, 29]. In some sense, the
chosen name must seem “natural” (unsurprising) in the context,
so that readers �nd the code familiar and easy to read. Coding
standards, that prescribe how to choose variable names, also serve
this purpose. By the same token, a poorly chosen variable name
has the opposite e�ect; indeed, deliberately choosing cryptic or
ill-suited names is recognized as a convenient way to obfuscate
code. Furthermore, in settings where it is desirable to make code
hard to read, there are tools available to corrupt the variable names.
In JavaScript (JS) in particular, there are two synergistic reasons
for seeking to corrupt variable names. First, JS programs are downloaded on demand, often over mobile networks; once downloaded,
they must be quickly loaded and interpreted. Developers often apply
a “mini�cation” technique (removing whitespace, shortening—or
mangling—variable names, etc.) to shrink �les, thus lowering bandwidth usage without a�ecting functionality. Second, JS programs
are shipped as source, thus their logic and any proprietary, clever
tricks that are used can easily be viewed within any browser that
executes them. There is, hence, a naturally adversarial relationship
between the original developers of an application, who want to
preserve competitive advantage, and others, who wish to simply
reuse the code.
For these two reasons, there is a substantial practical imperative
to shorten JS code; since platform API calls and keywords must
be retained, local variable names should be made as short, opaque,
and confusing as possible. There are tools to automatically process
a given JS program, with clear, well-named identi�ers, and return
an “ugli�ed” program that replaces all the variable names with
single-letter names. For example, U�����JS1 is an enormously popular such tool, and large amounts of JS code on the internet have
been subjected to its distortions before being placed on websites.
U�����JS is particularly aggressive about reusing cryptic variable
names in multiple scopes; this improves gzip compressibility (often
used after mini�cation) and diminishes readability, while leaving
program semantics intact. There is, also, a natural need for automatic natural name recovery, so that the large amounts of ugli�ed
JS could be made more accessible for review, learning, maintenance,
reuse, security analysis, etc., especially when source maps2 are not
available. This is precisely what our system A������ does.
1 https://github.com/mishoo/UglifyJS

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mini�cation_(programming)#Source_mapping
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In this paper, we adopt a simple, yet powerful and languageindependent intuition in the design of A������: software is highly
repetitive. Gabel & Su [20] observed that code in large corpora is
rarely unique, and tends to reoccur. Hindle et al. [24] then �rst
provided evidence for the “naturalness hypothesis”, showing that
repetition in code could be e�ectively captured in statistical language models, and used for software engineering tasks.
An illustrative task shown by Hindle et al. to work well in this
regime was code suggestion: given a context , a statistical model
(estimated from a large code corpus) was used to suggest the next
token by maximizing (over ) a probability from a model of the
form p( | ). Given the high degree of repetitiveness in large code
corpora, these models can make highly accurate predictions, as
shown by tools such as C������ [18].
We transfer this intuition concerning repetitiveness and naturalness of software to identi�er naming: for clarity and readability,
programmers will tend to choose the same name in the same context! Thus arises our central claim: to guess the clear, natural name
of an obfuscated identi�er , all we must do is to guess the most
likely name given the context in which in the obfuscated identi�er
appears. In other words,
= clear_name( ) = argmax p( | )
(1)

To our knowledge, JS������� is currently the best-performing
available tool to recover the original names from mini�ed JS names;
in addition, our work illustrates how, with some slight tuning of
the training data to account for language speci�cs, and some simple
post-processing, an o�-the-shelf statistical NLP tool can be quite
useful in software engineering applications. Readers are welcome
to try JS������� online at http://jsnaughty.org.

2

BACKGROUND

A������ uses a statistical machine translation (SMT) approach to
recover the original names from the contrived ones that U�����JS
inserts. Our basic approach is independent of programming language, but performance can be improved through scoping analysis,
the details of which we present below, in Section 3.

2.1

SMT 101

SMT is a data-driven approach to machine translation, based on
statistical models estimated from (large) bi-lingual text corpora;
see Ochs et al. [38] for a good introduction. SMT is widely used in
services like Google Translate. In SMT, documents are translated
according to a probability distribution p(e | f ) that a string e in the
target language (say, English) is the translation of a string f in
the source language (say, Finnish). As per the Bayes theorem, the
probability distribution p(e | f ) can be reformulated as

Given a context , we choose that name which maximizes the
conditional probability as shown. Given that programmers are
uncreative in their choice of variable names, and if we have a big
enough corpus, then we can estimate a decent model that gives
reliable scores p( | ).
Our tool, JS�������, realizes this intuition via two complementary mechanisms: a) the existing JS���� tool [42], which conditions
“natural” names on semantic properties of the mini�ed code, using
static analysis; and b) A������, which uses an o�-the-shelf statistical machine translation tool, and is comprised of two parts: b1 ) a
distortion model that captures exactly how the mini�er changes
names, and b2 ) a language model that captures how programmers
choose to write code (including variable name choices). We use the
standard natural language translation model from M���� [27] to estimate these probabilities from a large, matched corpus of clear and
mini�ed names, as we describe in more detail below in Section 3.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We present a novel approach to automatically recover identi�er
names from mini�ed (JS) code: training an o�-the-shelf statistical translation model (M����), originally designed for natural
language translation, on a large matched corpus of clear and
mini�ed code. We show that even this simple, language-independent approach successfully recovers a non-trivial number
of the names used in the original un-obfuscated code.
• We show that a simple bit of tuning on the training data, to
account for JS syntax, and some post-processing, to manage
scoping, improves performance substantially. With these two
simple steps, the performance of this M����-based approach,
which we call A������, matches that of JS����.
• Finally, we observed that JS���� and A������ are actually
quite complementary, each often performing well when the
other fails; this led us to o�er to the community the JS�������
tool, which is an opportunistic blending of the two; JS�������
performs substantially better than either of its constituents.

p(e | f ) =

p( f | e)p(e)
,
p( f )

(2)

and the best output string e best given an input string f is
e best = argmax p(e | f )
e

p( f | e)p(e)
p( f )
= argmax p( f | e)p(e)
= argmax
e
e

(3)
(for a given f )

(4)

Note above, that once a Finnish sentence f is given, the marginal
term in the denominator of (3) is �xed, and we can just maximize
the numerator as in (4).
This formulation of the translation problem is called the “noisy
channel” model; intuitively, we think of Finnish as a “noisy distortion” of English, and attempt to recover the most likely English sentence that would have resulted in the Finnish sentence. As
per (4), there are two parts to the SMT model: a translation model,
which captures how English sentences can be “noisily distorted”
into Finnish ones (p( f | e)) and a language model, (p(e)) which captures the likelihood of di�erent types of English sentences. Hence,
the problem of estimating p(e | f ) can be decomposed into two subproblems, estimating a translation model p( f | e) and a language
model p(e). The connection to name “de-minifying” is evident: just
as SMT is used to “de-noisify” and “de-distort” Finnish back to English, one could use SMT to remove the “noise” of mini�ed variables
and recover their original form.
The language model, often based on n-grams, is estimated from
a text corpus in any single language using fairly straightforward
maximum-likelihood methods [30]. The translation model can be
estimated from parallel data using the expectation–maximization
(EM) algorithm [14]. Such parallel data matches text in source and
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target languages,3 typically aligning matched text fragments at
sentence level [39]. Consequently, each sentence in one language
is matched to its corresponding translation in the other language.
Then, a phrase-based translation model [31] is typically estimated.
In principle, one could estimate a word-to-word translation model,
which captures the probability of each word in the source language
being related, by translation, to a speci�c word in the target language. However, by including phrases (sequences of words) in the
translation table, one can both use local context for disambiguation
and also capture local reordering, which together substantially improves translation quality [28]. There’s an accuracy-performance
tradeo� here: models trained with more data and longer phrase
lengths (in the extreme, entire sentences or, in principle, even entire
documents) are more accurate, but also more resource-intensive,
slower, and more prone to over�t. For example, M���� [27], the
SMT toolkit we use, by default uses phrases no longer than 7 words
in its translation model, unless speci�ed otherwise.
In natural language translation, matching phrases needn’t have
the same length (e.g., the French “à la maison” translates to the
English “home”), and comprising words needn’t be in the same
order (e.g., the English “I want to go home” translates to the Dutch
“Ik wil naar huis gaan”, with the verb now at the end). Therefore, in
practice [28] the translation model p( f | e) is extended to include
a “relative distortion" probability distribution that penalizes too
much reordering, and a factor to calibrate the output length, usually
biasing longer output. Finally, the translation model used by popular
SMT systems such as M���� [27] (the basis for A������) also
includes a lexical weighting component which validates the quality
of a phrase translation pair by checking how well its words translate
to each other. For example, the lexical weight of the word pair
(“maison”, “home”) from the French–English matching phrases
above can be computed as the relative frequency of “maison” among
all possible translations of “home” into French.

2.2

Aligned clear-text/
minified corpus

Clear-text corpus

Model training

Recovering Clear, Natural Identifiers from Obfuscated JS Names

Autonym
Translation model

Input
program
(minified)

Language model

Optional:
Pre-processor

Moses SMT

Postprocessor

Output
program
(un-minified)

JSNice

Figure 1: Overview of our approach.
chosen to be natural, unsurprising, and well-suited to local context,
in much the same way that word choices in natural language re�ect context. Thus, even though tools like U�����JS reduce many
di�erent identi�ers to cryptic single letters like t or x, they do so in
very systematic ways, based on context; and thus, given su�cient
data, SMT based tools are very well-suited to capture and exploit
this through language and translation models.
A recent tool, JS���� [42], aims to recover mini�ed variable
names based on a similar conceptual stance. However, rather than
using SMT directly on the source code, they rely on semantic analysis, and posit that a learned distribution of variable name choices,
conditioned on semantic dependencies of that variable, would be
su�ciently informative to recover suitable names. They use conditional random �elds to model the name distribution. Their approach
requires an analysis of the semantic dependencies in the code; our
approach only requires variable scoping information, and recovers about as many variable names using an o�-the-self SMT tool
(M����); we also �nd that their approach is quite complementary
to ours in performance, leading to a synergistic combination that
outperforms both, as we describe below.

SMT for Name Recovery

Statistical machine translation is surprisingly well-suited for the
problem of recovering original names from mini�ed ones. As discussed above, while translating between natural languages, SMT
needs to be very much aware of context. Thus the word “bark” in
the two phrases “the dog’s bark” and “the tree bark” would have
to be translated quite di�erently; a modern SMT tool is very capable of resolving such contextual ambiguities and making the right
word choice based on context. Why? Fortunately, there is a high
degree of repetitiveness, both within a single natural language,
as well as in the translation processes between languages. Given
su�cient training data, SMTs are very capable of capturing and
e�ciently exploiting contextual regularities to provide nuanced,
correct translations.
As it turns out, there is a great deal of predictable repetition in
software source code, in fact much more so than in natural language
corpora [20, 24]. As mentioned earlier, programmers write code
to be read by other humans; code is harder to read than natural
language, so arguably, readability is an even stronger imperative to
consider when writing code. As noted earlier, identi�er names are

3

APPROACH

We now motivate and present the technical details of our A������
approach. We present the blending of A������ and JS���� later,
in Section 3.4.
To use SMT in any setting, we �rst have to train the models,
and then use the trained models to perform the translation task.
Our approach relies on using a JS mini�er (U�����JS) to generate
large amounts of matched (clear—mini�ed) pairs of training data,
and then training an o�-the-shelf SMT system (M���� [27]) on
these pairs (Figure 1). Once trained, our system A������ accepts
JS code as input and tries to recover clear, natural identi�er names
as output, by “translating” (using M����’ built-in decoder [31])
the mini�ed code into clear code, much the same way one would
translate, say, French to English.

3.1

Translation Challenges

Unlike natural language texts, which are inherently polysemous and
ambiguous and, therefore, more amenable to approximate translations, computer programs have strictly de�ned semantics that must
be exactly preserved during translation. So how can a statistical

3 E.g.,

the simultaneously translated multilingual European Parliament proceedings
are a valued resource.
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var geom2d = function ( ) {
var sum = n u m e r i c . sum ;
function V e c t o r 2 d ( x , y ) {
this . x = x ;
this . y = y ;
}
mix ( V e c t o r 2 d , {
d o t P r o d u c t : function d o t P r o d u c t ( v e c t o r ) {
return sum ( [ t h i s . x ∗ v e c t o r . x , t h i s . y ∗ v e c t o r . y ] ) ;
}
}) ;
function mix ( d e s t , s r c ) {
f o r ( var k in s r c ) d e s t [ k ] = s r c [ k ] ;
return d e s t ;
}
return {
Vector2d : Vector2d
};}() ;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

var geom2d = func tion ( ) {
var n = n u m e r i c . sum ;
funct ion t ( t , n ) {
this . x = t ;
this . y = n ;
}
r(t , {
d o t P r o d u c t : func tion i ( t ) {
return n ( [ t h i s . x ∗ t . x , t h i s . y ∗ t . y ] ) ;
}
}) ;
funct ion r ( t , n ) {
f o r ( var r in n ) t [ r ] = n [ r ] ;
return t ;
}
return {
Vector2d : t
};}() ;

(b) After mini�cation with U�����JS

(a) Original

Figure 2: Example JavaScript program.
approach (with the inherent randomness), like the one A������
uses, do this? The key insight comes from the structure of the
problem we are trying to solve: layout and source code comments
aside, mini�ed JS programs are alpha-renamings of their clear-text
counterparts; therefore, the probability of any language construct
being a translation of anything other than itself is zero by construction, i.e., the program’s structure can be trivially preserved.4 Even
so, there are still two challenges with using SMT for “translating”
source code, mini�ed JS in particular, which we detail next. Our
adaptations addressing these challenges are implemented in the
pre- and post-processor components depicted in Figure 1.
Inconsistency. The context captured by multi-word phrases, as
opposed to single words is paramount to the e�ectiveness of SMT
(recall the example pairing “bark” with “tree” or “dog”). However,
while each occurrence of “bark” can be independently translated
in a natural language document, depending on what is most appropriate for its context, the same cannot be said about source
code identi�er names. Consider the example JS program in Figure 2. Indeed, renaming di�erent occurrences of the same identi�er
di�erently (e.g., the two occurrences of n on lines 2 and 9 in the
mini�ed program in Figure 2b, both corresponding to sum in the
clear-text version in Figure 2a) would alter the program’s semantics.
There is no inherent mechanism in phrase-based SMT to ensure consistency of translation for the same identi�er name.
This is especially true since phrases captured by the translation
model component would likely not span the entire program (recall
the accuracy-performance tradeo� discussed in Section 2); indeed,
by default, M���� translates each line independently. We describe
our solution to this challenge in Section 3.2.
Ambiguity. While source code is unambiguous, and admits no ambiguity in reserved language keywords (for is always for), across
a large corpus identi�ers could still be named di�erently despite
having similar context. So far, this is not much di�erent from natural language, where words can have multiple meanings. However,
JS mini�cation carries an additional complication: it is possible

to “overload” the same mini�ed name by reusing it within several
di�erent scopes. An extreme version of this occurs when a line like
“function Vector2d(x, y) {” is mini�ed as “function t(t, n)
{” (line 3 in Figure 2). This is entirely legal; t is simultaneously a
function and a parameter to the function. Indeed, this type of name
overloading ampli�es obfuscation, and makes the program even
harder to read.
There are two consequences. First, this presents a challenge for
name recovery. It’s very unlikely that real programmers overload
the same name in this confusing manner. If we were to recover the
same name for both occurrences of t (a straightforward solution
also to the inconsistency challenge above), while certainly correct,
it would not result in natural names and reusable code. Therefore,
post-translation renaming should be a�empted only within
scope; this overloading is a peculiarity of JavaScript, and is the only
step that makes our approach language-dependent.
Second, high-performance statistical NLP methods, SMT included, all rely on large training corpora. In our case, we train
M����’ translation model on a large corpus of aligned clean—mini�ed
JS source �les (Figure 1). Therefore, in addition to the inherent ambiguity resulting from, say, di�erent parameter names being mini�ed
to t across our corpus, this peculiarity of minifying JS means that
di�erent function names are also mini�ed to t when such name
overloading occurs. As a result, one has to choose the most likely
clear-text name (that would have resulted in the t mini�cation)
among many possible alternatives. The more a mini�ed name
is reused, the less useful its context becomes in the training
corpus. We describe our optimization addressing this challenge in
more detail in Section 3.3.

3.2

Resolving Inconsistencies

The M���� SMT tool (see Figure 1) reads a mini�ed program, line by
line; for each mini�ed line lm , M���� uses a conditional distribution
over “clear lines” p(lc | lm ) to produce a candidate set of possible
translations. The number of suggested translations per line can be
set as a parameter. Furthermore, even without con�guring M����
to provide multiple, instead of single, suggestions per line, di�erent
suggestions for the same identi�er occurring on di�erent input

4 More sophisticated (structure altering) types of JavaScript compression, such as those

introduced by Google’s Closure compiler https://developers.google.com/speed/articles/
compressing-javascript, are beyond the scope of this work.
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Algorithm 1 Choose consistent names

lines may still ensue, since lines are translated independently. For
example, M���� might suggest that the line r = t(r) in mini�ed
code be rendered as setA = conv(setA), and also suggest that
the next line, e.g, s = t(s) be rendered as setB = redup(setB),
thus providing two choices to unminify the identi�er t, either
conv or redup. Therefore, for each mini�ed identi�er, we must
choose precisely one unmini�ed “translation” from the available
suggestions, to ensure name consistency.
Algorithm 1 describes the process by which we recover (in the
Postprocessor component seen in Figure 1) clear names from mini�ed ones, addressing the inconsistency challenge described above.
There are two subroutines. First, the procedure C������C�����
����N���� takes a tokenized input �le, and uses M���� to generate
a translation for each line (line 2). Then, it collects all possible renamings suggested by M���� for any given mini�ed name (lines
3–6). However, as discussed above (recall the “function t(t, n)
{” example), we need to address the name-overloading ambiguity
challenge: renaming both instances of t to the same name may
result in unnatural renamings, since one is a function name and the
other is a parameter. In order to preserve program semantics, we
need only ensure that distinct variable names are retained when they
exist in the same scope. Therefore, in the aforementioned example,
function t and parameter t (line 3 in Figure 2) will have di�erent
candidate sets, and thus can be renamed di�erently, because they
are not in the same scope.
Second, the procedure R���C��������� takes a set of candidate
renamings for a mini�ed name, and ranks them based on how well
they �t the context where they are to be used, i.e., how natural
they are. For each candidate, we use the same language model used
by M���� to score translations (recall the two SMT components,
translation model and language model, from Section 2) to compute
a “naturalness” score for each corresponding mini�ed line, after
temporarily renaming the mini�ed name to that candidate (lines
8–10). We exhaustively try all candidates and rank them by their
average naturalness score (line 11), computed across the di�erent
lines implicated. We also experimented with other ranking schemes,
detailed below.
The main procedure P���N���� (lines 12–19) iterates over all
mini�ed names and chooses the highest ranked candidate for each.
Since a candidate could have been suggested for di�erent mini�ed
names in the same scope, the traversal order matters. For example,
assume two same-scope mini�ed names n and t, with candidates
{src} and {src, dest}, respectively (e.g., line 12 in Figure 2).
Since a candidate cannot be used multiple times in the same scope,
choosing src for t before considering n would invalidate src as a
candidate for n in a next step. But which names should one give
priority to? We base our traversal on two criteria: (1) we assume
that more frequent names in the input, i.e., those appearing on
more lines, are more important for program comprehension and
should be considered �rst; (2) we traverse names with smaller
candidate sets �rst. Consequently, we sort all mini�ed names by
line frequency, descending (line 14), then traverse all mini�ed names
with a single candidate translation (lines 15–16) before mini�ed
names with larger candidate pools (lines 17–19). In the example
above, we would �rst rename n to src, since t has more candidates

1: procedure C������C��������N����(input )
2:
Translate input using M����. Assert translated lines
3:
4:
5:
6:

have as many tokens as originals.
for all l ine 2 M���� output do
Parse line.
for all mini�ed name 2 matching input line do
Record M���� suggestion as candidat e renaming.
Record line number.

7: procedure R���C���������(candidat es)
8:
for all candidat e 2 candidat es do
9:
Select all a�ected mini�ed lines and temporarily
10:
11:

rename mini�ed name to candidat e.
Use language model to compute log probability
for each line, after renaming.
Sort candidates by average log probability across all
a�ected lines, descending.

12: procedure P���N����(input )
13:
C������C��������N����(input )
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

Sort mini�ed names by how many lines they appear
on in input , descending.
for all name 2 input with single candidat e do
Rename to candidat e if not already chosen elsewhere
in same scope. Keep mini�ed name otherwise.
for all remaining name 2 input do
R���C���������(candidat es)
Rename to top candidat e if not used elsewhere
in same scope. Keep mini�ed name otherwise.

to choose from. If, during this process, a mini�ed name remains
without any feasible candidate, we leave it unchanged.5
Alternative Ranking Schemes. There are other ways to select
a renaming from a set of candidates, besides the one we presented
above (language model). We describe two additional variants of the
R���C��������� procedure that we experimented with.
Frequency-based. A straightforward approach is to choose the
renaming option that is suggested for the greatest number of lines
on which the mini�ed identi�er appears (ties can be broken, e.g.,
by name length). This is best explained through an example. Recall
the two potential choices to unminify the identi�er t above, either
conv or redup, collected across di�erent mini�ed input lines where
t appears. In the frequency-based ranking, if t is rendered as conv 5
times and redup only twice, we would prefer conv. This technique
is simpler (and faster) than using the language model, so it might
be preferred in practice if it performs well.
Feature-based. A more general approach is to extract features
from both the context and the suggestions themselves, and learn
a classi�er to rank candidates using a weighted combination of
these features. Many features could potentially be useful: How
long is the name in characters? Is it only a single character?6 Does
the name use camel case, underscores, or the dollar sign? We can
also take advantage of the language model to extract additional
5 Or

we rename to an arti�cially su�xed mini�ed name, when the mini�ed name itself
had been the top candidate for something else in the same scope earlier (very rarely).
6 Single character names are uncommon outside of iterators, and should likely be
avoided in many other contexts.
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Table 1: Examples of context tokens that make up our hash
renamings for some mini�ed names in Figure 2. Note that
function r (line 12) does not get renamed because its hash
has been used once by function t in the same scope (line 3).

features: What’s the average log probability of all the implicated
lines, after replacing the mini�ed name with the candidate, i.e., how
well does the candidate �t the context, on average?7 What’s the
maximum gain in probability across all implicated lines, relative
to the mini�ed �le, i.e., does the candidate �t any mini�ed line
particularly well? In addition to these suggestion features, there
are features that apply to the context where we are making the
suggestion: How many lines does the mini�ed identi�er appear
on? What’s the maximum number of times the name appears on
any single line? Does the name appear on lines with literals or
de-mini�able names (i.e., globals)? Does the name appear on a line
with a loop statement? We will call these context features.
To determine which (if any) of these features might be useful and
what the weighted combination should be, we built logistic regression models in R, on a set-aside tuning dataset of clear text JS �les
that had been mini�ed by U�����JS and de-mini�ed by A������.
The criterion for evaluating a regression model was the number of
original names correctly recovered. We tried to answer the question: when the desired renaming is among the translation candidates,
what is a weighted combination of suggestion and context features
that maximizes the probability of ranking it as the top candidate?
Therefore, in our tuning sample, we only considered suggestion
lists that contained the original de-mini�ed name. Furthermore, we
selected exactly one incorrect renaming at random from each such
list of (potentially many) candidates, as imbalanced data can lead
to poor models. We also assessed multicollinearity using the variance in�ation factor and excluded predictors accordingly. Finally,
we pruned the tuning data to remove suggestions with outlying
behavior in their features, which would act as high leverage points
in the regression models. Equation 5 lists the features we selected
for our logistic model that performed best in the prediction task on
the tuning data.

Mini�ed
n
t
t
r
r

3.4

(5)

4

Blending Autonym with JSNice

EVALUATION

To evaluate A������, we train and tune a M���� model on a joint
corpus of mini�ed and clear-text JavaScript code from G��H��;
then measure the accuracy of retrieving the original, un-mini�ed
names on a set-aside testing corpus.

Optimization: Reducing Ambiguity

We described in Section 3.2 how scoping information can help to resolve ambiguities caused by overloaded mini�ed names, e.g., when
a line “function Vector2d(x, y) {” is mini�ed as “function
7 This

Hash renaming
SHA1(“var#=numeric.sum;”)
SHA1(“function#(,){”)
SHA1(“function(#,){”)
r
SHA1(“for(var#in)[]=[];”)

In order to blend A������ and JS����, we simply updated the
C������C��������N���� procedure in Algorithm 1 to record,
for each mini�ed name in the input, the JS���� renaming as an
additional suggestion to the ones o�ered by M����. This means
that the rest of our algorithm for choosing consistent names remains unchanged: the renaming candidates, which now include
also the JS���� renaming, are ranked using the di�erent schemes
we presented above in Section 3.2; the top ranked candidate is
chosen as the �nal renaming. We also tried building logistic models to explicitly discriminate between when to choose the name
selected by JS���� vs A������ using the suggestion and context
features described earlier, but found the models extremely poor.
Thus, JS������� uses the simple blending scheme described here.

We found that while including the context features as controls
resulted in better model �t, excluding them led to better predictive
performance. Similarly, experimentation showed that while some
features were useful as controls, including their coe�cients in the
ranking score calculation diminished accuracy in recovering the
original names in the tuning set. The coe�cients included in our
�nal ranking function are underlined: the log of the frequency of
the suggestion, measured in lines; the average log probability across
implicated lines; the average change in log probability between the
mini�ed and renamed implicated lines; and whether the candidate
name is a single character or not.

3.3

Location
line 2
line 3
line 3
line 12
line 13

t(t, n) {” (line 3 in Figure 2). To amplify this association between context and names, we arti�cially (but consistently) rename
mini�ed names in each scope before feeding the code to M���� (in
the Preprocessor component in Figure 1), so that such name overloading is eliminated already prior to decoding. M���� can then
more easily provide distinct translations. Of course, this means that
M���� must be trained on data that consistently renames variables
according to scope in the same way.
One can readily imagine many such possible context-aware renaming strategies. One strategy we experimented with is to compute a SHA1 hash of all the tokens on the de�nition line8 of a name,
that remain unchanged during mini�cation, i.e., all language constructs and global names. Table 1 illustrates the context tokens that
feed the hashes, for some of the mini�ed names in Figure 2. Note
that all local names have been stripped away and the mini�ed name
itself has been replaced with the # placeholder. We also make sure
not to overload hashes in the same scope (see the example of function r). In practice, this renaming scheme increases the vocabulary
size (unique names) in our corpus by approximately 250%, i.e., it is
quite e�ective at disambiguating!

score = 1 · lo (#linesSu estedFor )
+ 2 · (len th > 1) + 3 · (a era eLo ProbDrop)

+ 4 · (A era eRawProb) + 5 · (usesCamelCase)
+ 6 · (useU nderscores) + 7 · (contains$)

Original
sum
Vector2d
x
mix
k

8 We

use information stored in the mini�er’s internal representation of the abstract
syntax tree to infer which line is the de�nition line for a name. Note that the de�nition
line is not always the line of �rst occurrence; e.g., function r (originally mix, line 12) is
used on line 7, before it is de�ned.

is exactly the “naturalness” score ranking criterion in Algorithm 1 above.
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Figure 3: File level accuracy of our three name selection techniques, with and without the optimization.

Figure 4: File level accuracy for our A������ tool, JS����, and
our blended tool, JS�������, which substantially dominates
the state-of-the-art JS����.

This evaluation strategy, also adopted by JS���� [42], was chosen
primarily due to its practicality, i.e., it can be fully automated. Note,
however, that failure to recover the original identi�er names is not
necessarily a failure of the method, as the suggested names could
actually be “better” than the originals. An extensive human evaluation of the quality of the recovered names, for di�erent attributes
such as readability, and while controling for the provenance of
the training data (e.g., di�erent open-source projects have di�erent naming conventions and style guides, which could in�uence
performance) is beyond the scope of this work.

Training. Recall the two components to a M����-based translation
system that need to be trained: the translation model, estimated
from a parallel, sentence-aligned corpus in the source and target languages, and the language model, estimated from a standard corpus
in the target language.
Building our parallel JS corpus was straightforward: we passed
all �les in the training sample through the mini�er U�����JS9 and
scanned the output to ensure the program structure (and alignment) was preserved. We then trained two standard translation
models using the built-in M���� train-model.perl script, one for
the default case without the ambiguity reduction optimization in
Section 3.3, and one with the context-aware hash renaming implemented. The only adjustment to the default settings was that we
allowed phrases of length up to 20 to be included in the phrase table
(default is 7). For the language model, we estimated a KenLM [23]
�ve-gram model with modi�ed Kneser-Ney smoothing [9], after
pruning singletons above order three.

4.1

Experimental Setup

Corpus. We �rst identi�ed the oldest 100,000 non-fork JavaScript
repositories using GHT������ [22] and cloned them from G��H��,
yielding 5.3 million �les with a .js extension. Next, we removed
duplicate �les (i.e., having the same SHA1 hash), leaving 1.4 million
unique �les; from these we randomly sampled to generate the
following non-overlapping sets: 300,000 �les for translation model
training, 1,000 �les for M���� hyper-parameter tuning, and 10,000
�les for logistic regression estimation. We further used heuristics
and the mini�er U�����JS to determine which �les are already
mini�ed, and we excluded them from our samples: �rst, we excluded
�les that remained unchanged after mini�cation; second, since not
all mini�ed �les remain unchanged, e.g., �les mini�ed by a di�erent
mini�er could still change, we used additional heuristics based on
the distribution of identi�er name lengths. Few other �les that
failed to parse during scope analysis (we reuse the scope analysis
information that U�����JS collects during mini�cation, rather than
writing our own scope analyzer) were discarded as well.
In the end, the di�erent �lters shrunk our samples to: 227,233
�les in the M���� training set, 659 in the M���� tuning set, and 5,825
in the regression estimation set. In addition, we randomly sampled
500,000 �les to train the language model (no overlap with the tuning
and test sets). Finally, we randomly sampled 2,150 parseable and
non-mini�ed �les to form a held-out testing set. Tuning and test
�les had 100 lines or less (the median �le pre-sampling had 58 lines,
i.e., our sample is representative). The training and test sample sizes
are comparable to those used by JS���� [42].

Tuning. After training, M���� assigns default weights to the different components that make up its translation model (recall the
discussion in Section 2.1). Three10 of these components are relevant to our discussion here: the phrase table component, which
contributes a probability of two “phrases” (sequences of consecutive tokens) being translations of each other (e.g., how likely is
it that “function t(t, n) {” is a mini�ed version of “function
Vector2d(x, y) {”?); the language model component, which contributes a probability of the output being being “natural” JS; and
the lexical weighing component, which checks how well tokens
translate to each other (e.g., how likely is it that t is a mini�cation
of Vector2d?). We used the built-in M���� mert-moses.pl script
with default settings on the hyper-parameter tuning set to tune the
di�erent weights given to each component, separately for each of
the renaming techniques we tested.
Evaluation Criterion: Precision. For each JS �le in our test set,
we minify it ourselves, then use A������ (after training and tuning) to recover the original names. We additionally run JS����
9 We

used version 2.7.3, with the -m (mangler) parameter.
token reordering does not occur in our setting.

10 Trivially,
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on the same mini�ed �les, for comparison. We used the publicly
available implementation of JS���� from the unuglify-js NPM
package,11 which is a client of the Nice2Predict12 framework.
Our performance metric is the percentage of original, pre-mini�cation local identi�er names that each technique recovers, per �le;
global names can be trivially recovered, since only local names are
renamed during mini�cation. Our test �les contain between 1 and
75 local (mini�able) names (mean 10.6, median 8); or between 1 and
87 total names, both local and global (mean 15.5, median 13).

4.2

1.00

JSNice File Accuracy

0.75

0.50

0.25

Choosing Consistent Names

The �rst set of results we present pertains to the strategy used
to choose a consistent renaming from among a set of candidates.
We implemented all three strategies presented in Section 3.2: our
default language model based approach (“LM”), the straightforward
frequency-based approach (“Freq”), and the more general featurebased logistic regression approach (“Logistic”). Figure 3 presents
the distributions of precision scores on the test set for the three
approaches, in light green.
We observe that all three distributions are right skewed, i.e., all
three methods have limited precision. LM performs best; it retrieves
a median 17% of the local names in our test �les, and it statistically
signi�cantly outperforms Freq (paired Wilcoxon signed rank test,
p < 0.0001), with a medium e�ect size13 (r = 0.32). LM and Logistic
are statistically indistinguishable (paired Wilcoxon signed rank test,
p = 0.99), i.e., the more general feature-based approach does not
provide additional gains over our default language model based
approach; this is not particularly surprising, as we have tuned the
logistic regression coe�cients only on data pre-processed with
the context-aware hash renaming strategy discussed above in Section 3.3.

4.3

Frequency
60
40
20

0.00
0.00

0.25
0.50
0.75
Autonym File Accuracy

1.00

Figure 5: Hexbin scatterplot comparing �le level accuracy
for A������ and JS����. Excludes �les where both techniques fail or succeed completely.

4.4

Comparison to JSNice

The results from the comparison between A������ (the best performing “Logistic (Hash)” variant) and JS���� are depicted in Figure 4. As discussed, we perform the comparison of precision only on
local names, which get mini�ed by U�����JS and need recovery. We
also present (light gray background boxplots) the precision results
on all names, local and global (the latter don’t need any recovery),
to be consistent with the original presentation of JS���� [42].
We observe that the static analysis based JS���� and our simpler,
SMT (M����) based A������ perform comparably. The precision
values for JS���� are more dispersed: the interquartile range is 0–
67%, with a median of 25%; in contrast, A������ has higher median
precision, 30%, but the distribution is more concentrated (IQR 10–
60%). Formal testing con�rms our visual observation: there is no
signi�cant di�erence in medians between the two distributions of
precision values (paired Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.76).

Capturing Context Using Hash-based
Pre-renamings

The second set of results we present, visualized in dark green in
Figure 3, pertains to the e�ectiveness of the context-aware hashbased renaming we apply as a pre-processing step. We observe that
the model trained on a hash-based renamed corpus consistently
outperforms the standard (not preprocessed) one, with a between
12–15 percentage points increase in the median number of local
names recovered. All di�erences between precision with and without hashing are statistically signi�cant (paired Wilcoxon signed
rank test, p < 0.0001), with medium e�ect sizes (r = 0.4 for Freq;
r = 0.38 for LM; and r = 0.4 for Logistic).
The best performing model, “Logistic (Hash)” uses the more
general feature-based logistic regression approach to rank candidate
names, as well as arti�cially renaming local names to a hash of
their context tokens (Section 3.3) prior to translation. Naturally, the
training corpus must be preprocessed similarly. The interquartile
range of precision on local names is 10–60%, with a median of 30%.
We select this model for the subsequent comparison to JS����.

4.5

Blend between Autonym and JSNice

The previous comparison suggests that A������ and JS����, despite having similar performance, behave quite di�erently. Figure 5
displays a hexbin scatterplot comparing the �le level precision of
A������ and JS���� at recovering originals from mini�ed local
names. Points below the main diagonal correspond to �les where
A������ outperforms JS����; points above the main diagonal correspond to �les where JS���� outperforms A������. Analyzing
the scatterplot enables us to con�rm the earlier intuition: the two
techniques seem quite complementary, with one often succeeding when the other fails, and vice versa. This led us to propose
JS�������, a straightforward blend between A������ and JS����,
which adds the renaming proposed by JS���� to the candidate pool
proposed by M����; JS������� uses the logistic regression based
approach to rank candidates (now one extra) described above.
To assess how well does the blend performs we turn our attention back to Figure 4, where the last pair of boxplots depicts the
distribution of �le-level precision values for JS������� on local
and, for consistency with the original JS���� presentation [42], all

11 https://www.npmjs.com/package/unuglify-js
12 http://www.nice2predict.org
13 We

report the r measure proposed by Field [16] as an alternative to Cohen’s d for
non-normal distributions. We interpret r using the rules of thumb suggested by Cohen,
with suggested thresholds of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 for small, medium and large magnitudes
respectively.
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names which are corrupted by mini�ers like JavaScript. Code analysis tools generally focus on the semantics of obfuscated programs, to
recover intent; however, what most JavaScript programmers need is
a way to make mini�ed programs easier to read, with natural, wellsuited identi�ers that promote human understanding. Thus, in this
setting, a statistical approach, which helps make mini�ed programs
look “familiar”, viz, textually similar to most JavaScript programs
that do the same thing, is precisely what is needed; thus SMT techniques, trained over large corpora are specially well-suited.

5.2

the authors advocate for more program-oriented SMT models instead of purely lexical ones. In follow-up work, they propose several
such models aimed at migration of API usages [33, 35, 36].
Karaivanov et al. [25], as did Nguyen et al. [34], experimented
with translation from C# to Java on a parallel corpus of around
20,000 C#-to-Java method translations mined from open-source
projects available in both languages. However, they also trained
hybrid phrase and rule-based SMT models that take the grammatical structure of the target language into account. Experimental
evaluation on a sample of 1,000 C# methods con�rmed that the
approach is promising: SMT was sometimes able to learn how to
translate entire methods, and map one set of API calls to another,
especially with the more program-oriented models (roughly 60%
of the resulting translations compiled). Still, the authors note that
obtaining a parallel corpus of translated programs is challenging.
Documentation. Pseudo-code written in natural language can be
a valuable resource during program comprehension for developers unfamiliar with the source code programming languages. Can
we automatically translate source code into pseudo-code using
SMT? Oda et al. [19, 40] experimented with generating English and
Japanese pseudo-code from Python statements, reporting positive
outcomes. The authors �rst created Python-to-English (18,000 statements) and Python-to-Japanese (700 statements) parallel corpora,
by hiring programmers to add pseudo-code to existing source code.
Then, they trained di�erent phrase-based SMT models that vary
in their level of program orientation, ranging from a purely lexical
one to one that operates on modi�ed abstract syntax trees (ASTs).
Experiments showed that all models generate grammatically correct and �uent pseudo-code for at least 50% of the statements, with
the more syntax-aware models performing better.
A related problem is generating descriptive summaries in natural language (i.e., docstrings) for functions written in programming languages, using SMT. Cabot [7] reports on successful experiments with generating English docstrings for Python functions.
He builds phrase-based SMT models on a parallel corpus of around
70,000 docstring-documented functions extracted from open-source
projects: the phrases are the linearized ASTs extracted from these
functions (input) and the English docstrings (output); alignment is
performed using standard models [39].

The Naturalness of Software

Gabel & Su observed [20] that most short code sequences are not
unique; following this work, Hindle et al [24] showed that statistical
language models were just as e�ective (in fact more so) for software
as for natural language corpora, thus suggesting that software is
also natural. Language models are central to the great success of
NLP techniques in speech recognition, translation and so on; thus
Hindle et al’s work suggests great promise for the use of language
models in code. There have been substantial further applications of
statistical models for code, in areas such as coding standards mining
and checking [1], code summarization [17], idiom mining [3, 37],
and bug localization [41]. The key insight of this work is that identi�er names are natural; i.e., programmers choose “natural sounding”
identi�er names, in regular, predictable, repetitive ways that re�ect
the context of use, so as to convey a predictable, unsurprising intent to the reader. Thus, even though Javascript mini�ers shorten
variables to single letters, there is su�cient information in the context to predict which names make the most sense. Furthermore,
even if mini�ers might contrive to map many di�erent names in
di�erent, (or overlapping) contexts to the same single-letter names,
there is su�cient regularity in joint distribution of the context of
both “clear” and “mini�ed” context that allows us to get a good
statistical prediction on what the unmini�ed name should be. Allamanis et al. [2] use this idea to suggest more “natural” method and
class names for otherwise unaltered code; we use it here to recover
any/all mini�ed identi�er names in code subject to mini�cation.

5.3

SMT in Software Engineering

There have been e�orts to apply SMT to software engineering
problems along the two directions below.
Migration. It is straightforward to imagine a potential use of SMT
in software engineering: if programming languages are “natural,”
can we automatically translate between them the way we translate
from English to French?
Nguyen et al. [34] were among the �rst to address this question,
by experimenting with translation from Java to C#. The authors
treat source code as a sequence of lexical tokens (each code token
is the equivalent of a word; a method is the equivalent of a sentence), which enables them to apply a standard phrase-based SMT
model [8] out-of-the-box. Empirical evaluation on a parallel corpus
of around 13,000 Java-to-C# method translations, automatically
mined from two open-source projects available in both languages,
found the approach imperfect but promising: more than half of all
translated methods were syntactically incorrect, yet users would
not have to edit more than 16% of the total number of tokens in the
translations in order to correct them. Based on their experiments,

6

CONCLUSIONS

Mini�ed JavaScript code is ubiquitous on the web; the mini�ed,
overloaded names in these programs impede program understanding. Using statistical machine translation tools, with some postprocessing (to both handle name scopes, and to choose the best
available name consistently) we �rst built a tool that essentially
equals the performance of the state-of-the-art tool, JS����. During
evaluation, we noticed that JS����, and our tool, A������, perform
well in di�erent settings; so we then built an opportunistic mix of
the two, JS�������, that statistically signi�cantly beats both. Our
tool is available online; based on its best-in-class performance, we
expect it should be the preferred tool for developers seeking name
recovery for mini�ed programs found “in the wild”.
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